UNDERLYING MAP OF QUEENSLAND

Broken into 10 sections for 10th Anniversary of QTIC Tourism Indigenous Champions Network formation.

GOORIALLA THE SNAKE CREATOR

Hugs the Queensland Coast to the top of Australia incorporating the Torres Strait Islands

CIRCLES OF CONNECTION

Connecting many people and businesses – the many meeting places – dots representing people
HANDPRINTS

to protect us all as we journey forward – helping hands

CEREMONIAL BELT

Emu feather: an animal that can’t walk backwards – as with the emu QTIC’s journey is to go forward

Cockatoo feather: someone is coming - messenger bird

YUNDU MAI – JINNA LA GALING

Happy trails and a safe journey for all.
DANCING FIGURES

Culture – men and women-holding a feathered ceremonial belt to connect them to the land and to the importance of respect to culture, history and lore and to continue to move our cultural footprint (footprints) forward. This also represents our partnerships and friendships. Feathers represent a symbol of respect and peace.
COLOUR SYMBOLISM

BROWN
The land that we leave our footprints on in all directions, East, West, North and South.

YELLOW
Representing the sandy shores and our great sunny state

GREY
represents our wildlife for QLD - Koala and Brolga.
COLOUR SYMBOLISM

GREEN AND BLUE

Islands from the south to the north, waters, reefs and oceans of QLD and to the west of the gulf – green rainforest.

BLUE, GREEN, WHITE AND BLACK

The Torres Strait Islands.